This Code does not apply to matters of student academic integrity. The policy and procedures document applicable to student academic integrity is the University of Maryland Code of Academic Integrity (III-1.00[A]) found online at https://policies.umd.edu/assets/section-iii/III-100A.pdf.

This Code does not apply to student sexual misconduct. The policy and procedures document applicable to student sexual misconduct is the University of Maryland Policy and Procedures on Sexual Harassment and other Sexual Misconduct (VI-1.60[A]) (Sexual Misconduct Policy) found online at https://policies.umd.edu/assets/section-vi/VI-160A.pdf.

INTRODUCTION

1. The Code of Student Conduct was created to ensure the safety and security of the University community. The Code, administered by the Office of Student Conduct, seeks to balance the rights and responsibilities of all individuals within the community, and uphold the integrity and values of the University of Maryland. Reasonable efforts are made to educate and support students in reaching their academic and personal goals while fostering a climate of accountability and responsibility for one’s actions. The Code outlines behaviors that are inconsistent with University standards and expectations and sets forth applicable procedures and potential sanctions governing Code violations.

The Office of Student Conduct

2. The Office of Student Conduct administers matters involving student discipline. The office is led by the Director of Student Conduct. The Director of Student Conduct grants at their discretion to the Office of Rights and Responsibilities the authority to administer matters involving student discipline, which occur in or around the residence halls and/or on-campus University-affiliated housing owned by, leased from, operated in cooperation with, or supervised by the University. References in this Code to the Director of Student Conduct include the Director and designees. The responsibilities of the Office include:
   a) Determining the disciplinary charges to be filed in accordance with this Code and the Code of Academic Integrity;
   b) Interviewing and advising parties involved in disciplinary proceedings;
   c) Supervising, training, and advising all conduct boards;
   d) Reviewing the decisions of all conduct boards;
   e) Maintaining all student disciplinary records;
f) Developing procedures for conflict resolution;
g) Resolving allegations of student misconduct; and
h) Administering duties set forth in the Sexual Misconduct Policy and in the University of Maryland Non-Discrimination Policy and Procedures (VI-1.00[B]) (Non-Discrimination Policy) found online at https://policies.umd.edu/assets/section-vi/VI-100B.pdf, as related to allegations against students.

STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Standards

3. When students choose to enroll at the University of Maryland, they accept the rights and responsibilities of membership in the University community both on and off campus. Students at the University of Maryland are expected to uphold the values of the University by conducting themselves in accordance with University policies and procedures.

Student Rights

4. The Office of Student Conduct provides a fair and balanced internal University process for resolving allegations of student misconduct. Students will be treated fairly and with dignity and respect without regard to race, color, sex, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, marital status, age, national origin, political affiliation, physical or mental disability, religion, protected veteran status, genetic information, personal appearance, or any other legally protected status, as outlined in the Non-Discrimination Policy.

Student Responsibilities

5. Balancing students’ rights with their responsibilities as members of the University community is imperative to creating mature and engaged citizens. All students are expected to understand and follow University policies and procedures as well as to comply with applicable federal, state, and local laws. Due to the high expectations the University has of its community members, responsibilities set forth in University policies may exceed federal, state, or local requirements.

6. University email is the primary means by which the Office of Student Conduct communicates with students. Students are responsible for reading all official communications delivered to their University email address and are advised to check their email regularly for University communications, including those from the Office of Student Conduct.

Standard of Evidence

7. The focus of disciplinary proceedings is to resolve allegations of student misconduct. Students have the right to be notified of the allegations and specific charges against them, to have access to the information underlying the charges, and to have an opportunity to respond. The preponderance of the evidence standard will be used to determine responsibility for Code violations. Preponderance of the evidence means that based on the totality of the evidence, it is more likely than not that the violation occurred. Sanctions are imposed
according to the nature and severity of the violation.

Definitions

8. When used in the context of this Code, the terms below mean the following:
   a) “University” means the University of Maryland, College Park.
   b) “Student” means either a person enrolled in or auditing courses at the University on a
      full-time or part-time basis at the time the alleged violation occurred or an individual who
      may not be enrolled for a particular term at the time the alleged violation occurred but has
      a continuing relationship with the University.
   c) The term “University premises” means buildings or grounds owned, leased, operated,
      controlled, or managed by the University.
   d) The term “University-sponsored activity” means any activity on or off campus which is
      initiated, aided, authorized, or supervised by the University.
   e) The term “student organization” means a group of persons who are associated with each
      other and who have complied with University requirements for student organization
      registration.
   f) The term “student group” means a number of persons who are associated with each other
      but who do not have status as an officially recognized student organization.
   g) “Referral” means a report, complaint, or allegation of misconduct against a student,
      student group, or student organization.
   h) “Complainant” refers to an individual(s) who has referred a student, student group,
      student organization, or incident to the Office of Student Conduct based on an alleged
      violation of the Code.
   i) “Respondent” refers to a student, student group, or student organization alleged to have
      committed a violation of this Code.
   j) “Mitigating factors” may be considered in determining sanctions. Factors include, but are
      not limited to, the present demeanor and past disciplinary record of the Respondent and
      any steps the Respondent has taken to address their behavior.
   k) “Aggravating factors” may be considered in determining sanctions. Factors include, but
      are not limited to, the present demeanor and past disciplinary record of the Respondent,
      as well as the nature of the offense and the severity of any resulting damage, injury, or
      harm.

Jurisdiction

9. This Code covers conduct by a student, student group, or student organization that occurs:
   a) on University premises; or
   b) at University-sponsored activities; or
   c) not on University premises, if:
      i. the conduct would constitute a violation of this Code had it occurred on University
         premises; and
      ii. if the Director of Student Conduct determines that the conduct affects the safety of the
          University community or the orderly operation of the University.
PROHIBITED CONDUCT

10. This list of prohibited conduct is provided to inform students, student groups, and student organizations of behaviors that are not permitted. The list should be read broadly and is not designed to define misconduct in exhaustive terms. Attempts to commit acts prohibited by this Code may be sanctioned to the same extent as completed violations. The University considers prohibited conduct motivated in whole or in part because of an individual or group characteristic or status, or the perception of an individual or group characteristic or status, protected by the University’s Non-Discrimination Policy to be an aggravating factor, which may subject the student, student group, or student organization to a more severe sanction than would be imposed in the absence of such motivation.

a) Offenses Against Persons
   1. Intentionally or recklessly causing physical harm to any person, or intentionally or recklessly causing reasonable apprehension of such harm.
   2. Engaging in hazing activities as prohibited by the University of Maryland Policy and Procedures on Hazing (V-1.00[K]) found online at https://policies.umd.edu/assets/section-v/V-100K.pdf.
   3. Intentionally and substantially interfering with the lawful freedom of expression of others. (Demonstrations, rallies, leafletting, and equivalent activity are addressed by the University Guidelines for Demonstrations and Leafletting.)

b) Alcohol and Other Drug Offenses
   “Controlled substance” and “illegal drugs” are defined by Maryland and federal law.
   1. Unauthorized distribution of any controlled substance or illegal drug, or the production, manufacture, or possession of any controlled substance or illegal drug for purposes of unauthorized distribution.
   2. Unauthorized use, production, manufacture, or possession of any controlled substance or illegal drug.
   3. Providing alcohol or alcoholic beverages to a person under the legal age of consumption or possession.
   4. The illegal or unauthorized consumption, possession, or sale of alcohol or alcoholic beverages.
   5. Operating a motor vehicle while intoxicated or impaired by alcohol or other drugs.

c) Property Offenses
   1. Theft of property, services, or resources, or the unauthorized use of services to which one is not entitled.
   2. Knowingly possessing stolen property.
   3. Intentionally or recklessly destroying, damaging, vandalizing, tampering with, or defacing University property or the property of others.
   4. Trespassing on or the unauthorized use of University facilities, property, or resources.

d) Community Offenses
   1. Unauthorized on-campus or illegal off-campus use, possession, or storage of any weapon or explosive. The term “weapon” includes any object or substance designed to inflict a wound, cause injury, or incapacitate, including, but not limited to, all
firearms, pellet guns, switchblade knives, and knives with blades five (5) or more inches in length.

2. Intentionally initiating or causing any false report, warning, or threat of fire, explosion or other emergency.

3. Rioting, assault, theft, vandalism, fire setting, or other serious misconduct i) related to a University-sponsored event, occurring on- or off-campus, that results in harm to persons or property; or ii) which otherwise poses a threat to the stability of the campus or campus community. Such conduct may result in disciplinary action regardless of the existence, status, or outcome of any criminal charges in a court of law.

4. Engaging in disorderly or disruptive action that interferes with University or community activities, including but not limited to studying, teaching, research, and University administration.

5. Intentionally or recklessly misusing or damaging fire safety equipment.

6. Unauthorized setting of fires on University property.

7. Unauthorized use or possession of fireworks.

8. Public urination or defecation.

e) Offenses Against University Operations

1. Intentionally furnishing false information to the University.

2. Making, possessing, providing, or using any forged, altered, or falsified University document.

3. Failure to comply with a directive of University officials, including law enforcement officials, acting in the performance of their duties.

4. Knowingly violating the terms of any disciplinary sanction imposed in accordance with this Code or by the Office of Student Conduct in accordance with other University policies.

f) Other Offenses

1. Conviction, a plea of no contest, acceptance of responsibility or acceptance of sanctions in state or federal court for a crime (other than a minor traffic offense) not otherwise prohibited by this Code.

2. Making, possessing, providing, or using any forged, altered, or falsified instrument of identification.

3. Violation of published University regulations or policies, including but not limited to, rules addressing conduct in the residence halls, use of vehicles, campus demonstrations, misuse of identification cards, acceptable use of technology resources, non-discrimination, and access to University resources.

STUDENT CONDUCT PROCESS

11. This section provides general information and an overview of the student conduct process. Not all cases are the same, and allegations differ in their severity and complexity. However, the Office of Student Conduct endeavors to treat similar facts and circumstances consistently.

12. Certain conduct may constitute both a violation of law and a violation of this Code. Therefore, students may be accountable to both criminal authorities and to the University as a
result of the same conduct or incident. The University’s student conduct process differs from any legal civil or criminal proceedings. Disciplinary action at the University will normally move forward before or during criminal proceedings, and will not be subject to challenge on the grounds that criminal charges involving the same incident have been dismissed or reduced. The same conduct may also result in civil litigation. Civil litigation is separate and independent from any University process under this Code, and the resolution of any civil legal action by settlement or other means will not resolve a University action for violation of the Code.

Referral

13. Anyone may refer a student, student organization, or student group suspected of violating this Code to the Office of Student Conduct. Written referrals are preferred. The Office of Student Conduct will review all referrals for reasonable cause; this means that the Office will review the allegations to determine whether there is evidence which, if true, would amount to conduct in violation of the Code. If reasonable cause is established, the Complainant should expect to be a participant and provide pertinent information in any future proceedings. In the absence of a determination that there is reasonable cause to proceed, the case may be dismissed.

14. There are no time restrictions on reporting potential Code violations to the Office of Student Conduct. However, individuals are encouraged to report incidents as soon as they occur so that witnesses can be identified and important information and documents preserved, in the event there is a reasonable cause determination and the Office determines to move forward.

15. A Complainant may remain anonymous; however, anonymity may limit the University’s ability to investigate and respond to a complaint. Retaliation against anyone for reporting an alleged violation of this Code is strictly prohibited and persons who retaliate will be considered for further disciplinary action.

Interim Measures

16. Based on the nature and circumstances of the referral, the Director of Student Conduct, in consultation with appropriate University administrators, may authorize interim measures to ensure the safety and well-being of the parties and others in the University community, as appropriate.

a) **Interim Suspension:** The Director of Student Conduct may suspend a student for an interim period pending resolution of disciplinary proceedings. This interim suspension may become effective immediately without prior notice whenever there is evidence that the continued presence of the student in the University community poses a significant threat to themselves or others, or to the stability and continuation of normal University operations. The student will be offered an opportunity to meet with the Director of Student Conduct to review the reliability of the information within five (5) business days from the effective date of the interim suspension. However, there is no guarantee that the student will be permitted to return to campus.
b) **Cease and Desist**: A cease and desist notice may be issued to student organizations or student groups whose continued operation poses a threat to the health and safety of the University community. Directives to cease and desist may be effective immediately without prior notice if there is evidence that the continued presence and operation of the student organization or student group poses a substantial threat to the health and safety of their members or others in the community (e.g., hazing allegation).

c) **No Contact Directives**: No Contact Directives are effective immediately without prior notice whenever there is evidence that the continued interaction of the student with other particular members of the University community poses a substantial threat to themselves or others, or to the stability and continuation of normal University operations. A No Contact Directive applies to both the Respondent and Complainant and prohibits contact between the two by any means.

**Preliminary Interview**

17. After establishing reasonable cause, the Office of Student Conduct or the Office of Rights & Responsibilities will contact the Respondent and request that they attend a Preliminary Interview. The purpose of the Preliminary Interview is to review the allegations with the Respondent and to assist the Respondent in understanding the student conduct process. Respondents may discuss the alleged incident during the Preliminary Interview; however, they are not required to do so. Relevant information shared in this meeting may become part of the case file for future proceedings.

18. The officers, leaders, or any identifiable spokespersons for the student group or student organization may be directed by the Director of Student Conduct to act on the group or organization’s behalf as the Respondent.

19. The Director of Student Conduct may initiate, defer, or dismiss disciplinary charges against a Respondent regardless of whether they choose to attend or discuss the alleged incident during the Preliminary Interview. A deferral of disciplinary proceedings may not exceed a period of 90 days.

**Resolution Procedures**

20. Staff members in the Office of Student Conduct will review referrals to determine whether the alleged misconduct might result in suspension or expulsion from the University or University housing termination. Alleged misconduct which results in or could have foreseeably resulted in significant injury to persons or damage to property, or which otherwise poses a substantial threat to the stability and continuation of normal University or University-sponsored activities, may result in a student’s suspension or expulsion from the University or University housing termination. Students who face potential suspension or expulsion from the University or University housing termination have the right to a hearing before the appropriate conduct board, or may waive their right to a student conduct hearing and proceed to have their case resolved in a Disciplinary Conference. Respondents who waive their right to a hearing before a Student Conduct Board and opt for a Disciplinary Conference are subject to the full range of sanctions and also waive their right to an appeal.
21. Respondents do not have a right to a hearing before an appropriate conduct board in cases that do not have the potential to result in a student’s suspension or expulsion from the University. Such cases are resolved in a Disciplinary Conference.

Disciplinary Conference

22. A Disciplinary Conference is a resolution meeting between the Respondent and the designee(s) assigned by the Director of Student Conduct who is (are) deciding the case. Respondents participating in Disciplinary Conferences receive the following procedural protections:
   a) Written notice of the charges at least three (3) days prior to the conference;
   b) Reasonable access to the case file prior to and during the conference;
   c) An opportunity to respond to the allegations and bring forward any evidence, witnesses, or information on their behalf; and
   d) The option to be accompanied by an Advocate or Advisor of their choosing as outlined in the section titled “Role of Advocate and Advisor.”

23. The Director of Student Conduct may refer complex or contested cases to a Disciplinary Conference Board for resolution. A Disciplinary Conference Board consists of two students from the University Student Judiciary and a staff member from the Office of Student Conduct.

Student Conduct Boards and the Hearing Process

24. In Student Conduct Board hearings, a designated panel of board members hears a case, determines facts, renders a decision, and recommends sanctions to the Office of Student Conduct.

   a) University Student Judiciary Boards

   Students play an integral role in the student disciplinary process. The University Student Judiciary is a diverse group of students specifically trained in the Code and matters related to the University’s Student Conduct Board process, and operates under the direction of the Office of Student Conduct. Students are selected to assume positions of responsibility in the University Student Judiciary for the express purpose of providing student perspective as a part of the student conduct process. Final authority in disciplinary matters, however, is vested in the University administration and in the Board of Regents. Students selected for Student Conduct Boards are selected according to procedures developed by the Director of Student Conduct.

   1) **Resident Board** – is a panel of five students from the University Student Judiciary which hears cases involving alleged violations of the Code when the incident occurs in or around the residence halls and/or on-campus University-affiliated housing owned by, leased from, operated in cooperation with, or supervised by the University.
2) **Central Board** – is a panel of five students of the University Student Judiciary which hears cases involving violations of this *Code* which are not referred to Resident Boards or resolved in Disciplinary Conferences.

3) **Ad-Hoc Board** – is a panel appointed at the discretion of the Director of Student Conduct when a Resident Board or the Central Board is unable to convene in a timely manner. An Ad-Hoc Board shall be comprised of three members, including at least one student.

25. All Student Conduct Board hearings, with the exception of an Ad-Hoc Board hearing, are facilitated by a Presiding Officer. The Presiding Officer is a non-voting member of the Board whose role is to exercise control over the proceedings for the purpose of time management and an orderly completion of the hearing. The Presiding Officer may be a trained member of the University Student Judiciary or a staff designee as determined by the Director of Student Conduct.

26. All Student Conduct Boards may be advised by a University staff member as designated by the Director of Student Conduct. A Board Advisor is a non-voting member of the Board and has all the privileges of Board members, including the ability to comment on questions of procedure and on the relevance of evidence, and will otherwise assist in the administration of the hearing.

27. University Student Judiciary members charged with a violation of this *Code*, a University policy, or with a criminal offense may be suspended from their University Student Judiciary positions by the Director of Student Conduct while charges are pending. Students found responsible for *Code* violations or convicted of criminal offenses may be removed from further participation in the University Student Judiciary by the Director. Additional grounds and procedures for removal may also be set forth in the bylaws of the University Student Judiciary.

28. Community Advocates are University community members who are trained to assist or represent the Complainant and present disciplinary cases at Student Conduct Board hearings. Their responsibilities include preparing a formal charge for alleged violations of the *Code* on behalf of the University community, providing brief opening and closing statements, presenting evidence, and other duties as requested by the Student Conduct Board. Community Advocates perform their responsibilities under the oversight of a Campus Advocate designated by the Office of Student Conduct.

29. In all Student Conduct Board hearings, the burden of proof rests upon the Complainant, Campus Advocate, or Community Advocate to establish that it is more likely than not that a Respondent committed a violation of this *Code*.

**Hearing Procedures**

30. The following procedural guidelines shall be applicable in disciplinary hearings:

   a) Written notice of the specific charges and a hearing date are provided to the
Respondent at least five (5) business days in advance of the hearing. Respondents will have reasonable access to their case file maintained in the Office of Student Conduct prior to their hearing. Hearing dates are scheduled in consultation with the parties whenever possible.

b) Respondents who fail to appear at a hearing after proper notice will have a plea of “no contest” to the charges against them entered into the record on their behalf. A decision may be made without the participation or presence of the Respondent at a hearing.

c) All hearings are closed to the public. Requests for exceptions must be approved at least two (2) business days in advance of the hearing by the Director of Student Conduct.

d) Hearings may be recorded or transcribed by the Office of Student Conduct, and no other recordings will be permitted. Recordings and transcripts are maintained in the Office of Student Conduct for the purpose of permitting a review by appellate bodies and by staff members in the Office of Student Conduct.

e) Prior to the start of a hearing, any party may challenge a Student Conduct Board member based on a potential conflict of interest. Board members may be disqualified due to a conflict of interest upon majority vote of the remaining members of the Board conducted by secret ballot, or by the decision of the Director of Student Conduct.

f) Formal rules of evidence are not applicable to Student Conduct Board proceedings. The Presiding Officer of each Student Conduct Board shall admit all matters into evidence which reasonable persons would accept as relevant, significant, and important to the issues being decided in the case. Unnecessarily repetitious, irrelevant, or prejudicial evidence may be excluded at the discretion of the Presiding Officer.

g) Both parties will be provided an opportunity to question witnesses who testify at hearings.

h) All parties and witnesses will be excluded during Student Conduct Board deliberations. The parties will be informed when a determination of responsibility has been made, and will be given an opportunity to submit evidence or make statements concerning appropriate sanctions. At this time, character witness statements or letters of reference may be provided to the Student Conduct Board. The Student Conduct Board shall hold a separate session to review sanction recommendations, during which it may consider aggravating and mitigating factors. The past disciplinary record of a student shall not be provided to the Student Conduct Board prior to a determination of responsibility.

i) Final decisions of all Student Conduct Boards shall be by a majority vote of the members present and voting. A tie vote on a determination of responsibility for a Code violation will result in a finding of “not responsible.”

j) Final decisions of all Student Conduct Boards, except Disciplinary Conference Boards, shall be accompanied by a brief written report.

Role of Advocate

31. The Respondent may be assisted by an Advocate, who must be a registered, degree-seeking student at the University. The role of the Advocate is limited to:

a) Making brief opening and closing statements;

b) Asking relevant questions, which may be directed to witnesses;

c) Providing confidential advice to the student; and

d) Following a determination of responsibility, making recommendations regarding
sanctions, if appropriate.

Role of Advisor

32. The Respondent may also choose to be assisted by an Advisor of their choice, including an attorney, at their own initiation and expense. The Advisor is present to provide advice and consultation to the Respondent. If necessary, the Respondent may request a recess in order to speak privately with an Advisor. The Advisor shall not be an active participant in the hearing. The Advisor may not speak for the Respondent, advise the Advocate, serve as a witness, provide evidence in the case, delay, or otherwise interfere with the University’s disciplinary process.

Role of Support Person

33. Respondents may choose to be supported by a Support Person of their choice to provide emotional and logistical support. A Support Person shall not be an active participant in the process.

34. As a general practice, disciplinary proceedings will not be delayed due to the unavailability of an Advocate, Advisor, or Support Person.

Witnesses

35. The Presiding Officer of any Board may direct a witness to appear before the Board upon the request of any Student Conduct Board member, at the request of either party, or at the request of the Board Advisor. Directives for witnesses to appear must be approved by the Director of Student Conduct. University students and employees are expected to comply unless compliance would result in significant and unavoidable personal hardship or substantial interference with normal University activities.

36. If the Director of Student Conduct determines that a fair hearing cannot be held without the testimony of a particular witness and after good faith attempts are made to notify the witness, if the witness either fails to or refuses to appear, the hearing will be postponed until the witness agrees to appear or the charges will be dismissed.

37. Witnesses will be asked to sign an ‘Honesty Statement’ affirming that the information they present during the hearing will be truthful and accurate. Students who knowingly provide false information may be charged with a violation under this Code.

38. Prospective witnesses, other than the Complainant and the Respondent, may be excluded from the hearing during the testimony of other witnesses.

39. Witnesses may expect to be questioned by the Complainant, Respondent, the respective Advocates, and Board members during hearing proceedings.

40. A witness who is unable to attend the hearing, may submit a signed statement to the Office of
Student Conduct prior to the hearing. Statements will not be admitted into evidence unless signed by the witness in the presence of a staff member in the Office of Student Conduct or a person designated by the Director of Student Conduct.

Sanctions

41. Students found responsible for disciplinary offenses are subject to sanctions. The aims of sanctioning are to protect the campus community, deter future offenses, promote individual accountability, and enhance ethical development. Reasonable efforts are made to educate and support students in reaching their academic and personal goals while fostering a climate of accountability and responsibility for one’s actions. However, the University is not designed nor equipped to rehabilitate or incapacitate persons who pose a substantial threat to themselves or others. The following sanctions may be imposed by the Director of Student Conduct for violations of the Code:

a) **Expulsion**: permanent separation of the student, student organization, or student group from the University. In the case of individual students, a permanent notation will appear on the student’s transcript. The student will also be barred from University premises. (Expulsion requires administrative review and approval by the Vice President for Student Affairs and may be altered, deferred, or withheld.)

b) **Suspension**: separation of the student, student organization, or student group from the University for a specified period of time. In the case of individual students, a permanent notation will appear on the student’s transcript. The student shall not participate in any University-sponsored activity and may be barred from University premises during the period of suspension. Suspended time will not count against any time limits required by the Graduate School for completion of a degree. (Suspension requires administrative review and approval by the Vice President for Student Affairs and may be altered, deferred, or withheld.)

c) **Disciplinary Probation**: the student is prohibited from representing the University in any extracurricular activity or from running for or holding office in any student or University organization. Additional restrictions or conditions may also be imposed.

d) **Disciplinary Reprimand**: warning to the student that further misconduct may result in more severe disciplinary action.

e) **Educational Sanctions**: may be imposed in addition to those specified above with the intent of providing the student with learning, assistive, or growth opportunities. Alcohol or other drug education, research or reflective assignments, community service, values/ethics-based activities, or other sanctions may be assigned.

f) **Other Sanctions**: other sanctions may be imposed in addition to those specified above. For example, students may be subject to University housing termination for disciplinary violations which occur in the residence halls. Likewise, students may be subject to restrictions upon or denial of driving privileges for disciplinary violations involving the
use or registration of motor vehicles. Students may be required to pay fines or to make payments to the University or to other persons, groups, or organizations as restitution for damages incurred as a result of a violation of this Code. Student groups or student organizations may be subject to social moratorium (prohibited from hosting, sponsoring, or attending events where alcohol is present), or other relevant restrictions and sanctions as determined by the Director of Student Conduct.

42. Repeated or aggravated violations of any section of this Code may also result in expulsion or suspension or in the imposition of lesser sanctions as deemed appropriate.

43. Any decision to impose a sanction less than suspension or expulsion for event-related misconduct must be supported by written findings signed by the Vice President for Student Affairs. A student suspended under this section shall not be admitted to any other institution in the University of Maryland System during the term of the suspension. A student expelled under this section shall not be admitted to any other institution in the System for at least one year from the effective date of the expulsion.

Appeals

44. The Respondent may appeal both a finding of responsibility and the sanction resulting from a Student Conduct Board hearing. The scope of the appeal is limited to the grounds outlined below. Mere dissatisfaction with the decision and sanction is not a valid basis for appeal.

45. An appeal must be submitted in writing within five (5) business days from the date of the letter providing notice of the outcome. At the discretion of the Director of Student Conduct, extensions may be granted with written permission in extenuating circumstances. If an appeal is received by the Office of Student Conduct, the Campus Advocate will be notified and given an opportunity to respond. Responses shall be submitted directly to the Office of Student Conduct.

46. Appeals of decisions resulting in suspension or expulsion will be decided by the University Senate Student Conduct Committee Appellate Body, which is comprised of three members from the Student Conduct Committee including at least one student. Appeals of decisions resulting in sanctions other than suspension or expulsion will be decided by the Appellate Board, which is a branch of the University Student Judiciary and is comprised of students.

47. If the Respondent does not submit an appeal, the decision and sanction are final after five (5) business days from the date of the letter providing notice of the outcome. Appeals submitted after five (5) business days shall be denied. The Director of Student Conduct has the discretion to defer the imposition of sanctions pending any appeal.

48. Grounds for an appeal shall be limited to:

   a) **Substantial Procedural Error**

   Procedural errors or errors in interpretation of University policy that were so substantial as to effectively deny a Respondent notice or a fair opportunity to be heard. Deviations
from procedures that were not so substantial as to deny a Respondent notice or a fair opportunity to be heard will not be a basis for granting an appeal.

b) **Disproportionate Sanction**

The sanction is substantially disproportionate to the offense, which means it is far in excess of what is reasonable given the facts or the circumstances of the violation.

c) **Arbitrary and Capricious**

An arbitrary and capricious decision is a decision without a rational basis or that is not supported by any evidence in the case.

d) **New Evidence**

New and significant relevant information has become available which a reasonably diligent person could not have discovered before or during the original hearing.

When the basis of the appeal is new evidence, the appellate body will determine whether the information is new and was unavailable at the time of the hearing. If the appellate body determines that the information is not new and was available at the time, the appeal will be denied. If the information is determined to be new and unavailable at the time of the hearing, the appellate body will consider whether the new information could have changed the outcome of the original hearing. If it is determined that the outcome could have been impacted by the new evidence, the case will be sent back to the original hearing board for further review.

49. Appeals are not intended to allow for a second review of the facts of the case and determination of whether there was a violation. A review of the matter will be prompt and narrowly tailored to the stated grounds for appeal. In most cases, appeals are confined to a review of the written record and the relevant documentation regarding the grounds for appeal. In all cases, deference shall be given to the determinations of the lower board.

50. The appellate body will consider the appeal and may:
   a) Affirm the Decision and the sanction imposed;
   b) Affirm the Decision and reduce, but not eliminate, the sanction;
   c) Remand the case to a new hearing board, if there were procedural or interpretation errors;
   d) Remand the case to the original hearing board in accordance with procedures outlined under “New Evidence”; or
   e) Dismiss the case if the decision is determined to be arbitrary and capricious.

51. Decisions of the Appellate Board shall be recommendations to the Director of Student Conduct. Decisions of the Senate Student Conduct Committee Appellate Body shall be recommendations to the Vice President for Student Affairs. Decisions altering the determinations of all hearing boards and the Senate Student Conduct Committee Appellate Body shall be accompanied by a brief written opinion.
Disciplinary Records

52. Students, student groups, and student organizations found responsible for violations of this Code will have a disciplinary record. Disciplinary records are maintained by the Office of Student Conduct for a period of three (3) years from the date of the letter providing notice of final disciplinary action. Disciplinary records may be retained for longer periods of time or permanently, if specified in the sanction. Disciplinary records of students, student groups, or student organizations with a sanction of suspension or expulsion will be retained permanently unless otherwise specified.

53. Students may petition the Office of Student Conduct to void their disciplinary record early, for good cause. Factors to be considered in review of such petitions shall include:
   a) the present demeanor of the Respondent;
   b) the conduct of the Respondent subsequent to the violation; and
   c) the nature of the violation and the severity of any damage, injury, or harm resulting from it.

54. Denials of petitions to void disciplinary records can be appealed to the Senate Student Conduct Committee Appellate Body, which will consider the appeal using the grounds for appeal outlined in Part 48.c. Such an appeal must be submitted in writing within five (5) business days from the date of the letter providing notice of the original decision. Disciplinary records retained for less than 90 days or designated as “permanent” shall not be voided without unusual and compelling justification.